
HENKELMAN

ARE YOU 
READY FOR SS24?

TRENDFORECAST SS24



SS24
Henkelmans forecast for

Spring/Summer 2024 shoe
trends.

If there's any trend you're
looking for, we've got it

covered!



DENIM
1.

In SS24, denim
shoes nail the

perfect mix of laid-
back and classy.



 With these boots you will
add a pop of texture and

color to any outfit! 

 Bring a retro edge to
summer looks with these
denim platform sandals.

BLOCK HEEL BOOT PLATFORM HEEL

Take your footwear to
new heights. This pump
features a block heel, an

ankle-strap fastening,
and a plateau. 

ANKLE STRAP 
BLOCK HEEL

Make every step a chic one
with this denim mule. These
shoes feature a block heel

and a sqaure toe.

Comfort meets western. The
combination of denim with metallic

accents gives this shoe a stylish
and edgy look. And they are

comfortable too!

These clogs are a casual summer
footwear choice with '70s flair. This

open-toed style features gold-tone studs
and typical wooden platform soles. Also

available in light blue denim.

Prepare for warm-weather
styling with these clog-inspired

slides. These clogs rest on
chunky wooden soles that are
slightly wedged. They feature
open toes and metal details.

THE PERFECT MULE

WESTERN

SUPER CHUNKY SOLE

'70'S CLOGS

CLOG SLIDE

These chunky sandals with
wooden platform sole are ideal

for an escape to the
Mediterranean coast.

ANKLE STRAP

DENIM  STYLES

2AA0421201 2DD0222101

2PH0111101 2TT0832101 2TT0842101

2AA1541501

2PH0101101



LEOPARD
2.

Leopard print shoes, from
sneakers to ballet flats,
are a must-have trend.



Watch out world, the leopard sneaker with its
black contrast stripe is prowling onto the

fashion scene, adding a fierce touch to any
outfit and ensuring you're the queen of the

concrete jungle!

Leopard-print ballet flats:
Because sometimes you just need

to unleash your inner wild side
while still looking chic and put

together!

LEOPARD SNEAKER LEOPARD BALLET

LEOPARD STYLES

2DD0790101 2BB0382001



ALL  FLAT
3.

Fashion is obsessed
with flats right now,

especially ballet
flats.



With a low block heel, a
delicate slingback strap, and

a golden decoration at the
front, what more could you
ask for? Also available in

ecru.

This shiny ballet flat with its
sparkling strap detail is like a

disco ball for your feet, ready to
add some sparkle and shine to  

every step!

SLING-BACK FLAT

SPARKLING

The addition of the
buckle gives the ballet

flat an edgy vibe, adding
a modern twist to a

classic style. Check our
website for more colors.

SHINY BUCKLE
BALLET

The tweed ballet flat with double buckle
straps is like your favorite classic novel

with a plot twist—combining timeless
elegance with edgy accents, it's

sophisticated, bold, and ready to shake
up your style game!

Introducing the silver ballet flat with
double straps and buckles—a sleek and

modern twist on a classic style,
guaranteed to add a touch of shine to your

outfit. And guess what? It's available in
even more colors on our website!

This ballet flat is like the little black
dress of shoes—simple, elegant, and

essential for everyone's wardrobe.
And guess what? It comes in even

more colors!

TWEED BALLET FLAT SILVER BALLET FLAT

SIMPLE BUT ELEGANT

With a low block heel, pointed
toe, and a golden decoration at

the front, these shoes are perfect
for the office or an evening out.

Also available in black.

GOLDEN TOUCH

FLAT STYLES

2AA0672102

2AA0671501

2DD0512003 2DD0512003

2DD0512002

2DD0512005

2BB0382001



MARY JANE
4.

The Mary Jane trend blends
timeless elegance with a hint

of boyish charm, offering
versatility from day to night

with its closed toe and
signature strap detail.



This burgundy heeled loafer is like
the embodiment of uptown

coolness, effortlessly blending
chic, ladylike vibes with a touch of

urban flair.

The silver heeled Mary Jane, with its
two straps and buckles, is like the

secret agent of shoes—
sophisticated, stylish, and ready for

any mission you throw its way!

HEELED LOAFER HEELED LOAFER

SHINY HEELED MARY JANE

And also available in
black.

This heeled Mary Jane with
double straps and buckles is

the ideal shoe for today's
hybrid working environment,
blending comfort and style

seamlessly for all-day wear.

HEELED MARY JANE

MARY JANE
STYLES

2AA2381902

2AA2381902

2DD05215012AA2381504



BOHO VIBES

5.
Another trend to watch is the

boho vibes, featuring
everything from crochet

sandals to wedges,
embracing a handmade

aesthetic for a laid-back and
effortlessly chic look.



CROCHET 5.1
Crochet sandals are a must-

have boho trend this summer,
offering a retro vibe that

invites you to the Riviera in
style.



The crochet slipper with a floral
design is like a garden party for your
feet—charming, relaxed, and ready to

add a touch of whimsy to your
summer style. And hey, if you want

more colors, check out our website—
it's like a candy store for your toes!

FLORAL CROCHET

This sandal is like a cloud for your feet—
super comfortable and with stitching
around the straps that adds a boho

touch, making it perfect for effortless
summer style. And hey, if you're feeling
adventurous, check out our website for

more colors.

CROCHET EDGE

Step into summer with these sandals—
they're like a burst of sunshine for your
feet! With their colorful raffia fabric and
sole, plus the perfect touch of bling with

the buckle detail, they're sure to turn heads
wherever you go. Check our website for

more colors and get ready to shine!

These sandals are like a vacation for
your feet—comfortable, boho, and ready
to take on summer! Thanks to the raffia

material, they're beach-ready and
fabulous. Check our website for more

colors and start planning your next
escape!

The glitter added to the rope
fabric of the slipper makes it

the ultimate sandal for a night
out, adding a touch of sparkle

and glamour to your look.

Step into style with these
colorful crochet loafers,

complete with a golden buckle
at the front, adding the perfect

touch of boho vibe to your look!

COLORFUL RAFFIA 

NATURAL TOUCH

GLITTER

CROCHET LOAFER

This sandal with a wedge and
platform sole gives off perfect
retro vibes, adding a nostalgic

touch to your look.

Beach ready and fabulous! Step
into summer with this flat sandal

made of raffia material and
featuring a golden buckle detail.

RETRO VIBES

SUMMER FABULOUS

CROCHET/ RAFFIA
STYLES

2DD0460701

2WJ0082101 

2DD0430703

2AA2100701

2WJ1300701

2PT0310702

2PH0270703

2AA1651905



WEDGES
5.2

Wedges bring a retro summer
boho vibe, adding a touch of

nostalgia and laid-back
charm to any outfit.



This slingback wedge with its big buckle is
like the diva of summer shoes Perfect for

adding a touch of boho to your warm-
weather look. And if you're feeling extra

fancy, it's also available in light pink.

BUCKLE UP

These wedges are like the summer
blockbuster of shoes—featuring a
platform sole, a gold strap, and a
flower design, they're the hottest

ticket in town!

RETRO GLAM

Wedges with straps give off a feminine
boho vibe, perfect for adding a touch of
laid-back charm to your look.Check our

website for more colors.

This sandal with a wedge and platform
sole gives off perfect retro vibes, adding

a nostalgic touch to your look.

STRAPPY

NATURAL RETRO

Wedges with a low sole offer all-
day comfort without sacrificing

style. Check our website for more
colors.

LOW WEDGE

WEDGES

2AA0672102

2AA0671501 2DD0512003

2DD0512003

2DD0512002



RETRO
SNEAKERS

6.
The sneaker trend is all about

retro styles, with a key
message to add some bold

color.



RETRO SNEAKERS

2DD0790101

2DD0790101

2DD0790101

2DD0790101

2DD0790101

2DD0790101



STRAPPY
SANDALS

7.
Our strappy sandals are a
must-have holiday shoe,

perfect for dinner night outs,
adding a touch of elegance

and style to any evening.



This sandal is like the party
animal of footwear, with a
block heel and multicolor

braided straps that scream
"let's celebrate!" - a definite
must-have for your summer

wardrobe!

MULTI-COLOR BRAIDED

This braided sandal in metallic gold
is like sunshine for your feet, and if
that's not your vibe, we've got it in a
pretty pink shade too. Because why
not have your feet feeling fabulous

in every color?

GOLDEN BRAIDED

Introducing the golden sandal: Simple,
elegant, and with an angled high heel

that says, "I'm here to slay!" And guess
what? It comes in classic black too,
because every wardrobe deserves a

touch of timeless chicness!

Are you feeling like a shining star in
silver or more like a golden goddess

today? The choice is yours, and it's all
fabulous!

GOLDEN ELEGANT 

SILVER BRAIDED

Step into style with these golden PU
sandals, featuring contrast color tapes

at the front and a chic angled high heel.
It's like wearing a work of art on your

feet, ready to strut your stuff with flair!

You can't go wrong with this
black multi-strap sandal featuring

an angled high heel. It's also
available in gold for a touch of

glamour.

COLOR-BLOCKING
DETAIL BLACK STRAPPY

STRAPPY SANDALS

2DD0381101

2BB2321105 2BB2321103
2BB2321101

2DD0381101 2DD0381102 



Step into luxury with these
gold leather sheep nappa
sandals, featuring a block

heel and stylish straps for an
elegant and comfortable

statement piece!

GOLDEN LUXE

With its luxurious suede, it's
like walking on clouds, except

these clouds are made of
suede and are super stylish.

PURPLE REIGN

Slip into style with these black leather
sandals for an instant upgrade to your

footwear game.

BLACK UPGRADE 

LEATHER SANDALS

2NU0131101
2NU0131101 2NU0131101



PUMPS

8.
The SS24 heel trends are

absolutely stunning, ready to
make a stylish statement

wherever you go. With
wedding season in full swing,

don't miss out on our
collection of stunning heels

perfect for dancing the night
away.



This pump is like the James
Bond of shoes, refining the

classic point-toe stiletto with
sleek and clean lines, ready

to charm in any color
available on our website!

CLASSIC PUMP

This pump is like the
multitasking superhero of

shoes, with a back strap for
stability, a pleated front adding

a touch of drama, and a
pointed toe ready to conquer

the day with elegance and
modern flair!

This golden pump is like the
superhero of shoes, with its

back strap for stability, a
pleated front for a touch of
drama, and a pointed nose

ready to lead the way in style!

PLEATED 

PLEATED GOLD

This stunning gold pump with a small
high heel is a real eye-catcher. With its
bling details, everyone will want to get
their hands on a pair of these shoes.

STUNNING GOLD

This elegant white pump with a
back strap is like a breath of
fresh air for your feet. Also

available in gold. 

This black glitter pump is like the
life of the party, with its fancy

strap detail adding just the right
amount of sparkle to your step!

Also available in silver.

FRESH WHITE
GLITTER 

PUMPS

2DD0021502

2DD0211501

2GY0181502

2GY0151101

2DD0021509

2DD0021509



MOCCASINS

9.
For SS24, moccasins and

loafers are stealing the show,
offering a perfect blend of
comfort and style. Whether
you're lounging at home or
hitting the streets, these

timeless classics are a must-
have.



Step into luxury with these
golden loafers featuring a
matching golden buckle,

adding a touch of glamour to
every step!

GOLDEN LOAFER

Behold the pink loafer, crafted
from top-notch MF material—

because your feet deserve
nothing but the best! And don't

forget the matching buckle,
because even shoes need a

little bling bling! Also available
in lilac.

This mesh-like taupe shoe with
silver detailing is like a breath
of fresh air for summer—light,
airy, and effortlessly stylish,

it's the perfect companion for
sunny days ahead!

HOT PINK

SUMMER BREEZE

Keep it sleek and chic with these black
loafers featuring a matching black

buckle—simple yet stylish, perfect for
any occasion!

STYLISH BLACK

Get ready to dazzle in these
multi-color crochet loafers! Made
with crochet fabric and featuring

a golden buckle —stylish,
colorful, and oh-so chic!

Step into style with these black
loafers, perfect for any season

and adorned with studs all over.
They're like the rockstar of

footwear—cool, versatile, and
ready to steal the show!

CROCHET STUDDED LOAFER

LOAFERS/ MOCCASINS

2AA1651904

2AA1651905
2AA1651903

2AA1651904

2AA1651904

2AA1722001



MULES
10.

Mules are here to steal the
summer spotlight with their

fancy blend of chic and
comfort. Slip into style and let
these wonders do the talking
—because who needs laces
when you've got effortless

elegance and laid-back
charm?



Introducing the black mule
with allover studs and a silver
buckle—a fierce and fabulous

addition to your shoe
collection!

ALLOVER STUDS

Get ready to rock and roll in
these PU black mules! With
golden studs and a western
buckle, they're the wild west
meets city chic for your feet. 

WESTERN
DETAILS Get your denim game on point with these

mules—they're like your favorite pair of
jeans, but for your feet! Complete with

golden studs and a western buckle.

DENIM WESTREN DETAILS

MULES

2PT0292101 2WJ1262101

2WJ1262101



CHECK WITH OUR SALES TEAM WHICH
ITEMS ARE IN STOCK



Missed a trend? 
Don't worry, we've got you

covered! 
Straight from our stock, we'll
deliver the latest styles right

to your doorstep.

Contact us via
sales@henkelman.nl


